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ABSTRACT.

Calderón's

Lp estimates for multilinear

commutator

integral are obtained.

singular integrals generalizing

The methods introduced

involve

Fourier and Mellin analysis.

1. In this paper we introduce new methods to obtain estimates for commutators of singular integrals as well as other related operators.

Let A(f) = A(x)f(x) and H(f) = pvff(t)dt/(x - t). It has been shownby
A. P. Calderón [3] that

(1.1)

II[A,dH/dx]f\\r < Q\dA/dx\\Pi\\f\\p2,

where [A, H] = A • H - H • A, l/r = l/px + l/p2 and 1< px < °°, 1< p2 < °°,
Kr<°°.
Calderón's theorem was proved using a characterization of the Hardy space
HX(R) in terms of the Lusin area function. It is the special form of the kernel
which permits analysis using complex variables. It will be shown here that these
V estimates (as well as others) can also be obtained by making use of the Fourier
transform followed by the Mellin transform.
These ideas are applied to obtain estimates of the following type

(1.2)

\\[[A, d2H/dx2], B] /||, < Q\dA/dx\\Pi\\dB/dx\\p2\\f\\p3,

where l/r - l/px + l/p2 + l/p3, 1 < px < °°, 1 < p2 < °°, 1 < p3 < °°.
Actually, results improving both (1.1) (1.2) can be obtained. In fact let

a„
h f)(x)
r\M -= pv\-f(y)dy,
„ f" [A(x)-A(y)][B(x)-B(y)]
C(a,b,
J-°°

(x-y)3

where a = dA/dx, b = dB/dx. Then for °° > p > 0 we have

(1.3)

f\C(a,b,f) (x)\pdx < Cpf(a*(x)b*(x)f*(x)fdx,

where a* is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function of a.
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We should point out that estimates of type (1.1) are reducible to results
involvingbüinear singular integrals. Let S(f, g) be a büinear operator commuting
with simultaneous translations and simultaneous düations of both functions /, g
inLPl x LP2. More specifically, assume that

S(g,/)(/) = P i" k(t-x, t -y)f(x)g(y)dxdy,
■/ — oo J — oo

where k is an odd Calderón-Zygmund kernel (i.e., k is homogeneous of degree -2
and the restriction of k to the unit circle is of bounded variation), then one
obtains the result

ll%./)llLr<cil/llPlllárllP2
for 1/r = l\px + l/p2, 1 < r < °°, 1 < px < <*>,
1 < p2 < °°. Calderón's estimate
(1.1) is obtained by using

(1.4)

^7)

=^

where e(.

Í1, x>0,

(x-y)2

0, x<0.

The estimates (1.2) are obtained by using a simüar analysis on a kernel related to
the double commutator occurring in that expression.
The paper is split into two main parts. The first deals with some basic
estimates obtained by Fourier transforms for special Lp -spaces. The second part
extends these results to the fuU range of spaces by means of real variable techniques. There the main idea is to prove the so-called "good X distribution function inequalities" (4.11), which permit this extrapolation.
To conclude we would like to thank Guido Weiss with whom we had many
helpful discussions and Bogdan Baishansky with whom some of the real variable
ideas were developed.

2. We ülustrate the ideas developed later by examining first the special case
of the commutator singular integral of Calderón.

da, f)(x) =i^TZ~f(y)dy,
(x-yy

where4' = a.

We want to estimate

/= ¡C(a, f)(x)g(x)dx

= ¡iU^^X\xK-y)X))^dtdXdy'
where x is the characteristic function of [0, 1] and a, /, g are real-valued test
functions. We now write
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a(x+ t(y-x)) = JV^+'O'-^Viu)

du

which givesus

1 = J/J'Mrt*)7=7

aA(")XA("(^
~y))dxdydu

-J [ JJ7(*- s)¿Kx)e<x
V("*)fd*]«A(")d"
- í^(u)[fr(v)gx(u
= /(//*(")?*("

- v)(j> VG«)*) du] du

- u) sgn u$Q

dujaA(u)ciu

where

hl,
(2.1)

f<0,
0< f < 1, = C[2£„^)*-l].
f>l.

<t>(t)= C\2t-l,
1,

Thus we are led to study the function F(x) defined by

F A(w)= sgnKJ"w /A(u)£A(w- iWjW
We write / = /+ + /_ and £ = g + + g_, where
(/A(u),

u>0,

( 0,

u < o,

and denote the corresponding integrals by F+ + , F+_, FA+ and FA_.
FA_ and FA+ are essentially trivial to study, since then we have either

v > 0, u < v and sgn «4>(u/u) = 1 or v < 0, u > v and sgn u$(v/u) = -1.

F+Jx)=f+(x)gJx)

Thus,

and F_ +(x) --/_(**+(x).

For F+ + we have u > v > 0 and

F;+(«)= 2J0Vî(ifl?î(«- v%dv~ (f+(x)g+(x)Y(u);
because

•.Cr/AVr-AL«

J—\U/

for0<i;<«.

l + 72

The first term then becomes

¿7
(2.2)f" -SL-jt/tT

üíVí(u)g;(U-ü)du
= J°

M_7(g+M7(/+))
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where

My(f)(x)= (tPrWTQc).
We now claim that for all e > 0 and 1 < p < °°,

Wy(f)\\p<Ce(l + \y\lxl2-iW)\\f\\p,
the result being valid for p = 1 if/is

in HX(R) (see Lemma (2.4)). If we now

take /G Lp, g E Lq so that 1/r = Up + Ijq < 1, °° > p > 1, °° > q > 1, we
obtain
W-y(g+My(f+))\\Hr<C(l

+ l7lll/2~1/''l+ll/2-1/P|+e)|y9||/||p.

Thus, applying Minkowski's integral inequality in (2.2) we get

iiF++(x)iiLr<a^ii?n/iip.
F_can

obviously be treated by the same method; taking a G Lr we obtain the
following inequality of Calderón:

(2.3)

\\C(a,/)H9-< C||«llr'll/llp.
Lemma (2.4). Let

My(f)= (\tPf-(t)T;
then, for 1 < p < °°,

ll^7(/)llLp < Cp(l + \7\<x'p-xl2hn(l+ l7l))ll/llp;
for p = 1 the result remains valid provided fEH1.

Proof.

We have My(f) = ky * /, where

k (U -

r((1 + /7)/2)

yKJ

l

- C

r(-i7/2)^+I/2ixi1+iT

l

7|x|1+/t'

Moreover,Cy = 0(V¡7J)as I7I—*°°. It is clear that
1
J\x\> 2\y\ \\x-y\x

1
+h

|x|1+/1'

dx = 0(ln\y\) as I7I

Now using results of Fefferman and Stein [8] we obtain

\Wy(f)WHl
< 0(yfW\log(lTl))
\\f\\HX, l7l-* -.
The result for Lp follows by convexity and interpolation. We should note that

the estimate

Wy(f)\\D < 0(1 + l7lll/p-1/2l+e)H/Hn.
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can be obtained directly from the Calderón-Zygmund theory. It can also be
obtained from the multiplier theorem stating that (m(t)f"y is a bounded operator

on IP providedm(t) GL°°,
\m(t + h)-m(t)\<\h/t\a

for2|«|<|r|

and a>|l/p-l/2|

and the observation that

Ut+hr-\tP\<(l
forO<a<

+ \y\a)\h/t\a

l;see [7].

The previous result (2.3) is a particular case of the study of bilinear singular
integrals commuting with translations and dilations. In fact, we have

Theorem I. Let

S(f,gft)= ffk(x-t,y- t)f(x)g(y)dxdy,
where k(x, y) is odd, homogeneous of degree -2 and the restriction £2(0) ofk to
the unit circle is of bounded variation; then

\\S(f,g)(t)\\r< Q\f\\p\\g\\q
for °°> p>

1,°°> q> 1, °° > r> 1 and l/r = 1/p + l/q; moreover S is in

weak L1 for r = 1.
Remarks. Io. The result remains valid for r = 1 if k(x, v) = 0 whenever
xy > 0, which is exactly the case for Calderón's operator where (1.4) holds.
2°. The theorem can be read as a restriction theorem of the singular integral
transformation in R2 to the line (t, t); it follows immediately that one can restrict
to any line through 0 which is not horizontal or vertical. The restrictions to the
coordinate axis are possible if we add the assumption that$2Sl(Q)dd
=

flj2Sl(e)dQ = 0 where £2(0)= k(cos 0, sin 0).
3°. In view of the preceding remark it is natural to conjecture that convolution with k in R2 is a bounded operator on the tensor product

Lp®Lq = |f(x, y): F(x,y) = '£ f.(x)g.(y)
with£ Wf^lg^ < 4.
This, however, is false even for Calderón's kernel. It is quite easy to obtain sufficient conditions on k for boundedness on IP ® Lq.
Proof of Theorem 1. As before, we calculate the Fourier transform of

h(i) = S(f, g)(t) by observingthat

h«)= ¡fax -t,y- t)f(x)g(y)
dxdy
= jjk"(u,

v)eit(u+v)f*(u)g~(v)dudv

= Je'"(/*"("»

* - ")/A(")£A(s - u)du) ds.
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Thus,
ftA(s) = fk"(u,

s - «)/A(w)£A(s - u)du.

We know from the Calderón and Zygmund theory [9] that

fcA(cos0, sin 6) = C f " Sl(0 - <¡>)
sgn(cos<p)d<¡>
= w(0);
jo
thus cj'(ö) is of bounded variation.

Figure 1
As before, put / = /+ + /_, g = g+ + g_. We first consider

-ií*^?1-;)/^)^-*
We let

<¡>(t)=k*(t, 1 -t)-k"(0,

1),

0<f<l.

As can easüy be seen from Figure 1, the transformation linking t to 0 is in C°°,
and thus (¡>'(t)is of bounded variation on (0, 1); thus, the function 0(e-s) can be
extended to (-«», °°) in such a way as to have a Fourier transform «2(7) bounded

by C/(l + 72)We thus obtain, for 0 < t < 1,

*(0=£j+'7'*Cy)<fr.
hence,

AÎ+(J)= Jlm(7>-'T J/í(«)«+,'^A(s- II)d«
+ *A(0, l)(/+(x)¿f+(x))A(s)

which is estimated as above.
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We now study ft+_(s). Here we have to distinguish s > 0, s < 0, and proceed as above.
If s > 0 we must have u > 0, s > 0, s - u < 0; thus, 0 < (u - s)/u < 1.
We now introduce

<t>x(t)
= k*(l,-t)-k*(l,0).
It is again clear from Figure 1 that 4>'x(t)is of bounded variation. As before we
write, for 0 < t < l,(px(t) = i1<x,tiymx(y)dy for some mx satisfying |mj(7)| <

C/(l + 72)- Thus,

e(s)ftî_(s)
= j J>",(7)(JV'7/a(h)Is
- «lV(* - «)<*«)
dy
+ ^(l>0)(/+^_)A(s)|e(s).

If s < 0 we must have s < 0 < ix, thus u < u/(u - s)< 1. Introduce

<j>2(t)
= k*(-t, D-FWÎ).
As above, we represent <¡>2(t)= f200tnm2(y)dy, with |«i2(7)| < C/(l + 72) and

0<!<

1. Hence,

e(-s)h;_(s)- j fm2(y)(fuiyf »(s

~ ")"'V(s - u)du\ dy
+ IT(0, l)(f+g_r(s)\e(-s).

Estimating as before we deduce that the functions in curly brackets are
Fourier transforms of functions in Lr (r > 1) if 1/p + 1/q = 1/r, 1 < p < °°,
1 < q < °°. Using the boundedness on Lr of the operators /±(x) = (e(±s)/A)"(x)
we deduce that h+_ is in Lr if r > 1 and in weak Lx for r = 1.

3. As an application of the ideas ülustrated above we would like to study
the double commutator integral

rt
k*m
C(a,b,
f)(x) = ("
I-fiy)[A(x)-A(y)][B(x)-B(y)]
(x-y)

dy

where a = A',b = B'.
Theorem H Let <¡>
denote an absolutely continuous nonnegative increasing
function satisfying (¡>(2x)< C0(x) and let

/*(x) = supif
C
C J

jï| V.C

\f(x + t)\dt;

we then have the following inequality:
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f<P(C(a,
b, f)(x))dx < C0f<t>(a*(x)b*(x)f*(x))dx.
In particular, if a G IT, b G L°° and <p(t)= tp then

\\C(a,b,f)\\p<Cp\\f\\p,

Kp<~.

The proof is split into two main parts. In the first we use the previous
methods to show that

\\C(a,b,f)\\4/3<C\\a\\4\\b\\4\\f\\4.
(The Fourier method yields a wider range of indices (see Lemma (3.2)) but does
not include the case a G L°°, b G L°°, fGLp for which we need real variable
ideas.) In the second part we use this estimate to analyse C further by real
variable methods, proving "good X" inequalities.
Part I. 77ie basic estimate. As before we study

1= fc(a,b,f)(y)g(y)dy
= jj¡jf(x)g(y)(x-y)-xx(s)x(t)a(x

=íí (Sfft*^*
=fj [//"i"

+ t(y - x))b(x + s(y-x))dxdydsdt

" s)eiX(U+V)
*_1XA("s)XA(us)
dsdx\ cPXcT)
¿F(i7)du dv

+ v - w)g*(w)k(w,u, v)dw~\P\u) b*(v) dudv,

where

(3.1)

k(w, u, v) = r

e/vvV0«)XA0«>^.

j—°°

s

We first study k by observing that

k0(w, u) = k(w, u, 0) = sgn u$(^j

= Í"Á4W7

(see(2.1)).

Thus
Kw, u, v) = ¡-íx(¡¡)k0(w

- s, u)ds = sgn «* [«(*)

where

( -t,
£2(r) = <
It2tz --t,t,

lf-1,

o,
t< 0,
0<
0 < rt < 1,

t>l.
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It is also clear from (3.1) that k(w, u, v) is homogeneous of degree 0, odd in
(w, u, v), symmetric in u, v and

k(w, u, v) = k(w + u + v, -u, -v)
(we have used the fact that xA0«) = (e'us ~ l)/ws).

We will study / by splitting a, b, f, g into a+, a_, /+, /_, etc. and denote
the corresponding integrals by /++_, etc. As in Calderón's case the hardest case
involves /+ + ++, /_whüe
the cases where we have some mixture of signs
exhibit some degeneracy.

The case ofI+ + + + . We write
k++(w, u, v) = k(w, u, v) - k(w, u + v, 0) + k(w, u + u, 0).
1 C"
k(w, u, v) = -\ k0(w - s, u) ds
equals -sgn u for w < 0 and is sgn u for w > u + v; thus, k(w, u, v) ~k0(w, u + v)
is supported in [0, u + v]. We now define

K(x, y) = k(x,y, 1 -y) - k0(x, 1)
where

x = ^j—,

y = -JT—, 1-JP--Z—,

u+v

u+ v

'u

+ v

0<X<1,

0<7<1.
*

We claim

Lemma (3.2).
K(x, y) = C ^^x^

xyn2m(yx,y2)dyx dy2,

where

(3.3)

/JKTi.

as /on^ as 0<a<

72)K1+ l7ila)(l + rTaI^O+ rT, + 72?) < «
Vi,0<ß<%,

0<y<lA,

0<a

+ j3 + 7<l;

moreover,

W(71' 72) = ryjO + /7,)(2 + ¿72)

fr(fy1 + 2)r(/72-1) , r',.

n

r' ..

.

,.J

+_?_

i'7i(l + i'7i>'72

The Mellin transform of K can be computed directly. For our purpose,
however, it is sufficient to obtain (3.3) for a < Vt,ß < 16.and 7 = 0. This can
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be achieved by showing that the function

h(s,t) = i0'
^K(e-',e-t),

t<0ors<0,
s>0, r>0,

has a Fourier transform m(yx, 72) which is integrable with respect to (1 + \yx\a).
(1 + \72rB)djx dy2. This follows from the Hausdorff-Young inequality whenever

h, dhßt, dh/bs, d2h/dsdt all belongto ¿2-e(R2), e > 0. This can readUybe
checked using the following expression for K:

Íx2/y(l-y)-2x,
inf (j^-,

—)

(1 -x)(l

-y^yj)'

0<x<infiO,
1- y),

(2x - 1),

infO, 1 - y) < x < supiy, 1 - y),

™?(y>x~y)<x<l.

We now consider /, g, a, b G LA and we estimate

/+ + + + = $$T$u)b~î(v) (jf$(u

+ u - w)g^(w)k(w,u, v)dw\ du du.

In view of the fact that 0 < w < u + v, we can use Lemma (3.2) to represent k as

-1
72

(where the second term comes from k0(w, u + v) = 2w/(u + v) - I). Thus

/++++ = ffm(yx, y2)\j¡ a^u* 2bZ$)(u + »f^7^
• J/A(" + v- w)g+(w)wnxdw

+cf-^//¿íüoííoo(«
+»r7
"'l +y2JJ
•f/+(" + v~ w)g+(w)wiydwdudv

- //¿ifö*+öö

(//+(«* + » - w)?;(w)dw)rf«dü.

Observe first that the last integral equals
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//+ (x)g+(x)b+(x)a+ (x) dx
whüe the preceding one is

f dy_ SM-y(UMy(S+))(x)b+(x)a+(x)
J-^
dx

Y
and the first becomes

Jm(yxy2)^¡M^2(a+)(x)b^)M_yi_y2(f+Myi(s)Xx)dxj dyxdy2.
Since

l^7/ll4<ai

+ l7l1/4+e)ll/ll4.

we obtain the estimate
/+ + + +<

q|a||4||ô||4||/||4||^||4.

The cases. I+ + +_: Here u + v> w, w < 0, «>0, u > 0 so that k(w, u, v)
= -1 in this range and the estimate is trivial. Simüarly for the next two cases:

/++_ + : Here u>0,v>0,u
+ v<w, w>0so that k(w, u, v) = +1.
I+ +_: u>0, u>0,« + u<w<0 domain of integration is null so that

I+-+ + - u > 0, v < 0, u + v > w > 0, 0 < w/u < 1, 0 < -v/u < 1 and

^M>ü)

= 2?_,_1

dy -1.

= c/j2^)'%(_^|_

+ 72

The estimate follows along the same line as before.
I+_:
u> 0, v<0, w> u + v, w <0 and k(w, u, v) = 2w/v - u/v - 1
is estimated as above.

/+__+: ix > 0, v < 0, w > 0, w > u + v,
!1

+ (w - u)2/uv,

1,

w<u,

w>u.

This case is slightly different. We introduce s = w - u and let

il +s2/wu,

max(-ix, v) < s < 0,

(l.

0<s;

'c0(s, u,v) = <

J

then
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/+__+ = fja+(u)b^(v)jk(w,

u, v)f*(u + v-w)g^(w)dwdudv

- So [// «i(«)*a<j)/-(y
- s)?î(«+ s)dvdulds

-Sl„[SS^)b~^)^S-f-(P-^)s;(u + s)dudv']ds.
observing that 0 < s/-u < 1, 0 < s/v < 1, the second integral can be rewritten as

|~ r- -dadß__^
r
ls¡i(a+p) /C-ia
J—J—(1 +<v2)(l +j3)2ji<0
\J

^

( + } \
'

• (j\v\~iß b?(v)f*(v - s)dvjds
J}(i

+ oi2)(i + ß2y

aKJßK'

< /jo+ia|1/47^1/4+;+i>
JJ

iwi4ii6ii4ii/iuiwu

(1 + a2)(l + ß)2

where
[<?«(*)]A(s) = Is!''*\ju-iaaî(u)g*(u

+ s)du~\e(-s)

and

[Fß(x)]A(s)= M"* [jM+tf*-(»&/-0»-*)*]«(-*)■
/+_+_: u> 0, v<0,0>

w, u + v>w and
!-(l

-1,

+ (w - u)2/uu),

u < w,

w<v,

is treated as above.
Combining all the cases above we have just estimated the integral

faí(u)b*(v)¡k(w,

u, u)/A(tx + i>- w)g*(w)dw

for all b, f, g E Z,4. The case with a"(u) can be reduced to the case above by
changing b(x) into b(-x), f(x) into /(~x), g(x) into g(~x) and using the fact that

k is odd.
4. Real variable methods. Our purpose now is to extend the preceding
estimate to a wider range of spaces. In particular, we need first to obtain

\\C(a,b, f)\\p < Cl|a|LI|ilLII/||p, 1< p < °°.
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The idea is to control the local behavior of the operator and use the fact that if

a G L°°, b G L°°, they are locally in L4. This is achievedby proving "good X
inequalities". For technical reasons we need to estimate the operator

C*(a, b, f)(x) = sup

f

[A(x)-A(y)][B(x)-B(y)]

J\x-y\>e

fr-yf

|

m)ay\'

since it is only for this operator that the good X inequalities can be proved. We
proceed as in [1], [2] using the method of Cotlar.

We let
u

.

m*, y)-

(A(x)-A(y))(B(x)-B(y))

Lemma (4.1). Let \x-xx\<

f

3

(x-yr

e/4 and \x -x21 < e/4; then

.^ [Kx,y)-k(xx,y)]f(y)dy

< Cf*(x2)a*(x2)b*(x2),

J\y-xx\>e

where f* is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator.

Proof.

The inequality

l*-*il

\k(x, v) - k(xx, y)\ < C ,

' a*(x2)b*(x2)

ly-*il2

can be verified directly (just use \(A(x) - A(y))/(x - y)\ <a*(x), etc). Moreover,

Ç
'\y-xx\>e

\x-xx\
\y-Xl?

f(y)dy<Cf*(xf)

by a standard argument.

Lemma (4.2). Let px > 1, p2 > 1, p3 > 1 be such that

(4.3)

\Oa, b, fXx) > XI< aiWlp1ll*llP2ll/llP3/X)<7,

where 1/q = l/px + l/p2 + l/p3; then for 0 < S <q < «>

(4.4)

C*(a,b, /)(x) < Cx[A6(C(a,b, /))(x) + Apj(a)Ap2(b)Ap¿f)],

where Ap(f) = (|/|î)*1/i and C# satisfies the same weak type inequality (4.3).

Proof. Let xe(0 be the characteristic function of [x - e, x + e] and consider, for |xj - x| < e/4,

Ce(f\x) + C(Xe/X*i)- C(f)(xx) = J^|>e

[fc(x,y) - k(xx,y)] f(y)dy.

Using Lemma (4.1) we obtain

ICe(/X*)l< [\C(xef)(xx)\+ \C(f)(xx)\+ ca*(x)b*(x)f*(x)].
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Forming the power S of both sides, averaging in xx on (x - e/4, x + e/4) and,
finally, taking the power 1/5, we obtain

IC£(/)(x)| < c[A6(C(/))W + a*(x)b*(x)f*(x) + M6(f)(x)],
where
Í2 rx + e/4

c

\l/6

M6(fXx)=^l{i)x_e/4 WxJXxrf dxx)

•

We first observe that on (x - e/4, x + e/4),

C(xef)(xx) = C(xea,xeb, Xe/X*i).
Now, using Kolmogorov's inequality, we obtain, for 0 < 5 < q,

fClW)!6

dx< C^)1-6'«!!^
\eJ\x-t\<e

(1 Ç

w

Jlx£<2llxe/llP3
/

\e

J|x-f|<e

/

fP3\S/p3.

thus,
M6(f\x) < cApi(a)(x)Ap2(&)(x)Ap3(/)(x).
Obviously, Ms satisfies inequality (4.3).
To see that the first term of the right-hand side of (4.4) satisfies the weak type
inequality (4.3), we use the fact that for the noncentered maximal operator

\EX\<| S \f\dx whereEx = [f*(x) > X).
A,

Thus,.using Kolmogorov's inequality again, we have

IFJ = \A6(C(f))> XI= \(C(f))B*(x)> X61

< J ¿JÍV)!* àx< C¿^

q\\a\\pf\b\\P2\\f\\sP3;

simplifying and taking power 1/S we obtain the desired inequality.
Lemma (4.5). t7«c?erthe assumption (4.3) of Lemma (4.2) we have

\C*(a,b, fXx) > 2X,Api(a)Ap2(ft)Ap3(/)
< 7XI< Of\C¿a, b, f) > XI,
where 1/q = l/px + l/p2 + l/p3.
Proof.
{C*(a, b, f)(x) > X) = UI¡, where the intervals /,• = (a¿, a,- + S¡)
are disjoint and C*(a, b, f)(a¡) < X. It is enough to show that
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|x G/,.: C*(a,b, f)(x) > 2X,Api(a)Ap2(b)Ap3(f)
< 7X|< Oy*lf,l.
Now, let us fix the index i and put

Ti= (o, - 25,.,a¡ + 26,.);
we write f = fx + f2, where fx = X/./ We can also assume the existence of
%E I. such that APl(a)AP2(ft)Ap3(/')(?) < 7X. We first observe that, for x G /,.,

C*(«.ft.A)W - C#(xi-.a.
X/-AX/¡./)(x)
and that, by (4.3) of Lemma (4.2),

|xG/,.:C*(a,
b,fx)>ß\\<e9KrfafirfrJ&/hJW
< cUiKAp^mp^bX&ApJfXWW1
< cVtMfif.
For the function f2 we have

C€(f2(x))= Ce(/2)(x)- Ce(/2)(a,.)+ C,if2X«t)>
ICe(/2)(x)-Ce(/2)(a,.)|

t-a^e^*^"^'^^2^^

+ SaJKx,y)\f2(y)dy
+ Sl+]k(x,y)f2(y)dy
< <3f*(8«*(8&*(0
< Cy\
where the 1st term is estimated by using Lemma (4.1), whüe for the second and
third we observe that

|fc(x,y)\ < Ca*«)ö*(Wil + <0>
which implies the inequality. By construction, Ce(f2)(a¡) < X. Thus

C*(/2)(x) < X + C7X for aUx G /,..
Combining this with the estimate for C#(/,) we obtain

|x G/,.:Cfe b,f) > 2X,Ap^Ap^ApJf)

< y\\

< |x G /,.: Q(a, b, fx) > (1 - Cy)\\ + \x G If. C*(a,ft,/2) > (1 + C7)X|
<C(7/(l-C7))'7l/,l + 0. Q.E.D.
Lemma (4.6). For all p>0

and px, p2, p3, for which (4.3) is true we have
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j\C(a, b, fXx)\»< Cp¡(Ap^Ap^Ap^nfdx.
This follows immediately from Lemma (4.5) by a standard argument (see

[6])Corollary

(4.7). IfaGL°°,bGL°°,fGLp,<*>>p>4,then

\\C(a,b, f)\\p

<C\\a\U\b\\J\f\\p.
In fact we know that for px = p2 = p3 = 4, condition (4.3) in Lemma (4.2)
is verified. Since A4 is a bounded operator on IP for p > 4, the conclusion

foUowsfrom Lemma (4.6).

Lemma (4.8). Ifpx = p2 = p3 = 1 then (4.3) in Lemma (4.2) is satisfied:

\C(a,b, f)(x) > XI< C(\\a\\x\\b\\x\\f\\x/\)xl3.
Proof.
We use the Calderón-Zygmund decomposition of/, b, a in order to
extend the range of the estimate in CoroUary (4.7). We first observe that if
aGL°°, b GL°°, then the estimate in Lemma (4.1) gives

\k(x,y)-k(x,y0)\<—

\y-y0\

-\

||a||J|&IL

\x-y0\2

for |x -y0\ > 2\y -y0\.
Zygmund method that

(4.9)

This permits us to see immediately by the Calderón-

\C(a,b, /)(x) > X|< NLIIfclLII/llx
A-

We now leave aGL°° and take b G Lx, \\b\\x = 1, \\f\\x = 1 and we decompose
(as in [5]) b = bx + b2, where bx < X1'2, b2 = ~Lbkwith bk supported in Ik,
having mean 0,

j-^\bk\dx<\xl2

and Xy<CA1/2.

We obtain from (4.9)

|C(a, ô1,/Xx)>X|<C/X1/2.
Observe that for x $ 2Ik,Bk(x) = 0 and \Bk(y)\ < X1/2|/fc|. Thus,

uv u ™
f Bi&) A(x)-A(y)
Ua, bk, f)\ = - )ik ^_y)2
x_y
fiy)dy

(x-yk)2

+ \Ik\2Jlk

Now
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z¿^hjl<™* < ci/Il, <c
Thus,

x$U(2Ik)'Zc(a,bk,fXx)>-k

< 1/X1/2.

We obtained, by combining the estimates above,

(4.10)

\C(a,b, /) > XK (HfllUlftll.ll/ll./X)1/2.

Repeating this argument for a EL1, \\b\\x = ll/ll, = ||a||j = 1, we write

a = ax+a2,

\ax\<Ckx/3\

a2 =J^ak

and we proceed as above to obtain for x £ 2Ik,

ICfe,>,/X,)KX">-^—Rmäy)

MM.

Again combining the estimates, using (4.10) and the fact that ft* is in weak L1,

\Cia,ft,/) > X|< (Hall!
Hftll,
ll/Hx/\)x'3.
Lemma (4.5) now gives the good X inequality

(4.11) \C*(a,ft,/Xx) > 2X,a*(x)ft*(x)/*(x)< 7XI< Cyxl3\C*(a,ft,/) > X|
which, of course, implies Theorem II.
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